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Abstract 

 While noise in brain activity has been studied for many years, new theoretical 

considerations suggest that this noise may be an important and even essential part of normal 

brain functioning. Here we describe a technique to non-invasively manipulate noise levels in the 

brain using visual stimuli. Fifteen participants viewed a variety of visual scenes containing 

different levels of visual noise. EEG was recorded from a montage of 78 electrodes after each 

scene type. Analysis of the entropy present in participants' brain activity suggests that noisy 

visual scenes alter the entropy in brain activity and that this induction is more accurately 

assessed with EEG measures that characterize entropy than with traditional metrics such as 

alpha. 
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A Non-Invasive Method of Influencing the Distribution of Noise in Human Brain Activity 

Despite the ongoing debate about what exactly constitutes noise in the nervous system 

(e.g., Stein et al., 2005), it is often assumed that information in this system is transmitted against 

a background of random activity, called neural noise (c.f., Kail, 1998). Neural noise, which 

arises from various sources in the brain (see Faisal et al., 2008 for a review), significantly 

influences the precision and reliability of neuron spike timing (Schneidman et al., 1998; 

Carpenter, 1999; Kuriscak et al., 2012). Because behavior is governed by neuronal activity, this 

influence of neural noise on spike timing intimates that neural noise might have non-negligible 

effects on the reliability and precision of behavior as well. Support for the notion that neural 

noise has such effects on behavior can be found in studies assessing working memory (Bays, 

2014), the speed of general cognition (Kail, 1998), as well as the ability to sense and perceive 

stimuli (Skoczenski & Norcia, 1998; Wiesenfeld & Moss, 1995). These studies have yielded 

converging evidence that neural noise influences behavior by influencing signal detection.  

In light of this converging evidence, the goal of the present study was to further explore 

the influence of neural noise on behaviors involving signal detection. A visual search task was 

created to accomplish this goal. This task type was selected because observer performance in 

visual search tasks has a strong basis in signal detection theory (Whiting et al., 2014; Wolfe, 

Butcher, Lee & Hyle, 2003), making these tasks a good tool for investigations of factors 

impacting signal detection behavior. This task type was also selected because neural noise 

increases should multiplicatively compound the processing of distracters in visual search 

displays (Whiting et al., 2014; Lu & Dosher, 2008). Due to this multiplicative relationship, even 

small changes in neural noise levels should have the potential to engender detectable behavioral 

changes in visual search tasks. Finally, this task type was selected because it relies heavily on the 
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sensory and perceptual systems. The performance of these systems is both augmented and 

limited by neural noise. The notion that noise is a limiting factor in these systems is implied by 

the existence of an absolute threshold for every perceptual task at any given moment (Lu & 

Dosher, 2008). The notion that noise is an augmenting factor in these systems is supported by the 

fact that these systems display stochastic resonance (c.f. Mori & Kai, 2002; Moss et al., 2004; 

Douglass et al., 1993), which is the increase in the detection or information content of weak 

signals in the presence of an appropriate amount of neural noise (Moss et al., 2004). Because 

neural noise level alterations may alter these limiting and augmenting effects of neural noise, 

changes in neural noise levels should meaningfully impact behaviors arising from the sensory 

and perceptual systems. Thus, the reliance of visual search tasks on these systems increases the 

likelihood that altering neural noise levels will cause detectable changes in behavior during 

visual search tasks. 

These factors in tandem make using visual search tasks a logical method of increasing 

one's chances of having adequate statistical power to detect the putative effects of neural noise 

on behaviors involving signal detection. In the visual search task created in this study, visual 

external noise was added directly to search displays in a manner similar to that used in Whiting 

et al. (2014). The decision to add visual external noise to search displays in this way was driven 

primarily by the fact that mathematical models of inconsistency in observers' reports of visual 

stimuli suggest that neural noise can be induced at a rate that is directly proportional to the 

amount of external visual noise in an image (Burgess & Colborne, 1988). It follows from these 

models that one should be able to manipulate neural noise levels in participants by manipulating 

the amount of external visual noise in the displays of a visual search task. This method seems 

likely to yield detectable changes in observers' signal detection ability during a visual search task 
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given the long history of using external noise methods to successfully characterize the intrinsic 

perceptual limitations of human observers as well as the changes in these limitations (Lu & 

Dosher, 2008). Thus, this manipulation is amenable to this study's goal of further exploring the 

role of neural noise in signal detection behaviors. 

In order to quantitatively measure the response of neural noise levels to this manipulation 

of external visual noise, electroencephalographic (EEG) data were recorded from participants 

after they completed each third of the visual search task. The entropy of these data was then 

computed. This quantification of neural noise levels using noise in brain activity allowed us to 

better ensure that neural noise levels were being altered by our external visual noise 

manipulation, increasing the internal validity of this study's assessment of the effects of neural 

noise on behaviors involving signal detection. Further, this quantification of neural noise levels 

allowed us to provide a preliminary test of Burgess & Colborne's (1988) induced noise model in 

that if this model is correct, changes in neural noise levels should be observable in the present 

study with changes in external visual noise.  

Because the goal of this study required assessing the changes in signal detection 

behaviors that resulted from these changes in neural noise levels, several dependent measures for 

this study were selected from the outcomes of visual search tasks. These measures included 

canonical signal detection metrics (hits, false alarms, etc.). These measures also included ex-

Gaussian reaction time parameters (see Whelan, 2008) that might be indicative of signal 

detection ability. For example, the tau parameter is thought to reflect the inability of the subject 

to reach a decision regarding the identity of a target (Ratcliff, 1993). This decision uncertainty 

may be a natural consequence of increased neural noise levels. Thus, it was expected that the tau 

parameter would change with changes in neural noise levels in this study. 
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In summary, the present study sought to examine the effect of neural noise on signal 

detection behavior. This was done by having participants complete a visual search task with 

three different levels of external visual noise and then ascertaining the changes in both behavior 

and the amount of noise in participants' brain activity that resulted from this manipulation. 

Method 

Participants 

 Fifteen participants (9 males and 6 females, ages 18-22) were recruited from the 

undergraduate population of a small liberal arts college. Participants were recruited via flier and 

email, and were offered extra credit in exchange for their participation. A computerized version 

of the Ishihara-like color blindness test was used to ensure that only individuals with normal 

color vision participated in this study. 

Visual Search Task Materials 

 The stimuli used in this study consisted of 480 randomly generated feature or conjunctive 

visual search displays. The foregrounds of these displays varied in their number of distracter 

objects and also varied as to whether or not a target object was present in them. Feature search 

displays contained a horizontal black rectangle with distracter objects limited to horizontal white 

rectangles outlined in black. In contrast, conjunctive search displays' distracter objects included 

both horizontal white rectangles outlined in black and vertical black rectangles. Thus, in feature 

search displays, the target (a horizontal black rectangle) could be differentiated from the 

distracters using a single feature (color). In contrast, in conjunctive search displays, two features 

(color, orientation) were needed to differentiate the target from distracters. Distracter objects 

subtended 2.09 degrees of visual angle by 0.41degrees of visual angle when oriented horizontally 

or subtended 0.41degrees of visual angle by 2.09 degrees of visual angle when oriented 
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vertically. The total number of these distracter objects varied in both the feature and conjunctive 

search displays. In one half the displays of each search type (conjunction and feature), there were 

either seven or eight distracter objects depending on whether or not the target was present 

(respectively). This half of the displays formed the small set size condition. In the other half of 

the displays there were either 15 or 16 distracter objects, again depending on whether or not the 

target was present. This second half of the displays formed the large set size condition. The 

target, a horizontal black rectangle, subtended 2.09 degrees of visual angle by 0.41degrees of 

visual angle and was present in one half of the displays of each search type. See Figure 2 for 

representative examples of stimuli from each set size and search type. 

 In addition to this variation in the foreground of the search displays, the background of all 

displays varied in the amount of external visual noise that they included. Either 1800, 3600, or 

5400 rectangles of external visual noise were added to the displays in the low, medium, or high 

external visual noise conditions, respectively. In each display, an equal number of these 

rectangles were colored red (248 R, 9 G, 0 B), green (0 R, 255 G, 30 B), and blue (8 R, 0 G, 232 

B). These rectangles were constructed using colors with equal luminance, and differed 

significantly from the targets in size, shape, and color so that they could be clearly distinguished 

from potential target objects. Further, each of these rectangles varied randomly and 

independently in size, subtending a maximum visual angle of 0.39 by 0.11degrees and a 

minimum visual angle of zero degrees squared (exclusive). Thus, the external visual noise 

pattern of each search display was different from that of all other displays used in this 

experiment. Care was taken to ensure that this external visual noise, which was randomly 

generated, did not obscure any of the potential target objects. See Figure 1 for representative 

examples of stimuli containing each level of external visual noise. 
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 Despite these variations among the search displays, they were united by one important 

similarity. This similarity was that the same 16 equally spaced locations where targets and 

distracters could potentially appear were used in all search displays. Targets or distracters 

appeared in all 16 of these locations in large set size search displays, and appeared in a randomly 

selected subset of 8 of these locations in small set size displays. This similarity is important 

because it allowed the amount and density of external visual noise to which participants were 

exposed to remain constant across the set sizes within a given block of trials, thus making the 

detection of potential set size effects possible. 

Visual Search Task Procedure 

 The visual search task in this study used a 2 × 2 × 2 × 3 within-subjects design. The 

independent variables manipulated in this task were the type of the search display (feature or 

conjunctive), the set size of the display (small or large), whether the target was present or absent 

in the display, and the level of external visual noise in the display (high vs. medium vs. low). 

Several behavioral dependent measures were recorded in order to study the effects of these 

manipulations. These dependent measures included the number of trials in each condition on 

which participants committed a miss or a false alarm, the response time it took participants to 

judge whether or not the target was present each display, and the ex-Gaussian parameters (mu, 

sigma, and tau) that described the distribution of participants' reaction times at each display noise 

level. The tau parameter is a metric of decision uncertainty, and describes the right-most tail of 

the canonically skewed reaction time distribution. The mu parameter reflects average 

performance, and describes the normal portion of the reaction time distribution. The sigma 

parameter reflects variability in reaction times when discounting extremes in performance, and 

describes the variability in this normal portion of the reaction time distribution. 
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 In order to carry out these manipulations and record these behavioral dependent 

measures, participants were seated approximately 1.04 meters in front of a 0.61 meter computer 

monitor. The participants were then asked to stare at a fixation cross for one minute. Following 

this minute, the participant completed 480 trials of a visual search task administered using 

MATLAB R2011b (The MathWorks, Inc.). In each trial of this task, participants searched for a 

target (a horizontal black bar) in a search display. Search displays remained onscreen for 105 ms. 

This presentation was followed by a visual noise mask that was presented for 30 ms. Following 

this mask, a screen which read "respond" appeared. Upon seeing this screen, participants were 

instructed to indicate whether or not the target was present in each display as quickly as possible 

without sacrificing accuracy. Participants did this by pressing the 'p' key on a standard keyboard 

if the target was present and the 'a' key if it was not present. For each of these trials, the accuracy 

of participant's responses was recorded, as was the reaction time of participants for trials on 

which the participant responded correctly only.  

 These 480 visual search task trials were divided into three blocks of 160 trials. These 

trials were organized such that the external visual noise levels of all of the visual search displays 

within a given block were equal. This was done in order to guard against the potential carryover 

effects that could arise from inducing different neural noise levels in quick succession. The order 

in which participants encountered these three blocks of trials was randomized. Within each 

block, the difficulty of the visual search task (conjunctive vs. feature) and target presence 

randomly varied. The set size of displays within a block was also manipulated: a mini-block of 

80 trials within each external visual noise block had a large set size (16 potential targets), and a 

second mini-block of 80 trials within each external visual noise block had a small set size (8 

potential targets). The order of these mini-blocks was randomly varied within each full block.   
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 After each full block of trials, participants were given a two minute forced break (with 

the option to extend it for as long as he or she pleased) in order to increase the chances that 

neural noise levels in the brain would return to baseline before the next block. During the first 

minute of this break, participants stared at a fixation cross. No break was given in between the 

trials that made up a block.    

Procedure for Collecting EEG Data 

 Participants were fitted with a set of 78 electrodes arranged in manner adhering to the 

extended 10-20 system, using CMS and DRL electrodes for noise reduction, and attached to an 

analog-to-digital converter and amplifier (Biosemi Systems). Electrodes were prepared at low 

noise levels, typically with a root mean square noise level of 50uV. Electrodes with higher noise 

levels (>50uV) were excluded from analysis and replaced in the montage. Biosemi is a common 

mode rejection system and therefore impedances are not available. Signa Gel (Parker 

Laboratories) was used at each electrode site. After setting up the EEG system in this manner, 

data were recorded from participants while they stared at a fixation cross at four different times 

during the experiment. The first of these times was in the minute before the participants began 

the visual search task. This collection period was included in order to obtain the participants' 

baseline resting EEG. The remaining three times that EEG data were collected came during the 

first minute following each block of 160 trials of the visual search task. Throughout all four of 

these one minute collection periods, EEG data were recorded for four consecutive seconds and 

were discarded for the next two seconds. This cycle continued for the duration of each collection 

period. This was done in order to allow for a more representative sampling of the random 

variation in participants' resting EEG activity. This EEG data collection paradigm is summarized 

visually in Figure 3. 
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Statistical Procedures 

 All analyses involving were conducted using SPSS Statistics 21 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, 

USA). All pairwise comparisons were conducted using Bonferroni corrections to limit type I 

error rate. ANOVAs were conducted using H-F corrections (Huynh & Feldt, 1976) to limit type I 

error rate in the presence of violations of assumptions regarding data sphericity. 

Results 

EEG Data 

 EEG data were obtained after the onset of the fixation cross at baseline and following 

each block of visual search trials. These data were initially subjected to artifact rejection using 

FASTER software (Nolan et al., 2010). This software was used to remove artifacts, including eye 

blinks, in the electroencephalographic data via independent component analysis. The EEG data 

were then further reduced by discarding the data from the first 500 ms after each onset of the 

fixation cross in order to avoid including the event-related potential caused by the onset of the 

fixation cross in the data that were analyzed in this study. Data points further than 3500 ms from 

the onset of the fixation cross were also discarded. This procedure caused the data set to consist 

of only the EEG data from 500-3500 ms after each onset of the fixation cross. The entropy of 

these data was then computed separately at each level of the external visual noise independent 

variable. Entropy was calculated using permutation entropy according to the method outlined in 

Unakafova & Keller (2013). Permutation entropy is strongly related to the widely used 

Kolmogorov-Sinai (KS) entropy but takes greater advantage of the overlapping nature of time 

series data in order to allow for faster calculation speeds. This entropy calculation was done in 

order to quantify the amount of neural noise at each level of external visual noise in this study. 
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For an extended explanation of how entropy can be used to measure noise in brain activity, 

please see Appendix 1. 

 The entropy values generated in this manner were then subjected to a 3(external visual 

noise level) × 2 (hemisphere) × 3 (anterior-central-posterior) repeated measures ANOVA. The 

results of this ANOVA indicated that, as might be expected, there was a greater amount of 

entropy over the anterior cortex than over the posterior cortex of participants, F(2,28) = 5.79, H-

F corrected p = .030, partial eta squared =.29. Such a difference between anterior and posterior 

entropy levels over the cortex is to be expected and provides support for the validity of the data 

collection and processing procedures used in this study. This main effect was qualified by a 

marginally significant interaction between external visual noise level and anterior-posterior 

electrode position in determining the amount of entropy in the EEG of subjects, F(2,28) = 2.97, 

H-F corrected p = .079, partial eta squared = .18. This interaction can be best characterized by 

the fact that there was a difference in entropy between the anterior (M = 0.9835, SD = 0.00997) 

and posterior (M = 0.9808, SD = 0.00974) portions of participants' brains at the low level of 

external visual noise, t(14) = 3.78, Bonferroni corrected p = .006, which disappeared at the 

medium and high levels of external visual noise.  

 This ANOVA also revealed that there was an interaction (shown in Figures 4 and 5) 

between the external visual noise level in the search displays and the hemisphere of interest in 

determining the amount of entropy in subjects' EEG, F(2,28) = 8.22, H-F corrected p = .002, 

partial eta squared = .37. Follow up t-tests revealed no significant differences between the cell 

means in this ANOVA that survived Bonferroni correction. However, the above interaction can 

be accounted for by the fact that in the left hemisphere the difference between the entropy in 

participants' brains at successive external visual noise levels was largest when comparing the low 
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and medium levels of external visual noise, t(14) = 2.37, Bonferroni corrected p = .20, while in 

the right hemisphere this same comparison yielded the smallest difference between successive 

external visual noise levels, t(14) =.09, Bonferroni corrected p > .99. 

 These results using entropy as the dependent variable were then compared with identical 

analyses substituting alpha activity as the dependent variable. For the purposes of this 

comparison, alpha activity was calculated by first converting the EEG data into event-related 

spectral perturbations from a zero baseline using EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004). Activity 

within the 8-12 Hz window was integrated over the same time window used for the entropy 

analyses. Then, like the entropy analyses, these data were grouped into electrode clusters for six 

scalp regions and submitted to analysis of variance.   

 This comparison suggested that entropy is a more sensitive dependent measure than alpha 

for detecting changes in the amount of noise in brain activity. This suggestion stemmed from the 

fact that using alpha as a dependent measure yielded effects of a smaller size than using entropy 

as a dependent measure did across several analyses. For example, when using alpha as a 

dependent measure the marginally significant interaction between external visual noise level and 

anterior-posterior electrode position found above using entropy as a dependent measure was not 

detected. As might be expected from this difference in detection, the effect size of this 

interaction when using alpha as a dependent measure (partial eta squared = .001) was smaller 

than that obtained when using entropy as a dependent measure (partial eta squared = .18). Even 

when the same significant interactions were detected using both dependent measures, using alpha 

as a dependent measure resulted in a smaller effect size being observed. For instance, the 

interaction between external visual noise level and hemisphere of interest observed when using 

alpha as a dependent measure had a partial eta squared = .20 (F(2,28) = 3.55, H-F corrected p = 
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.042). This is less than the effect size of .37 for the same interaction obtained above using 

entropy as a dependent measure. This difference in sensitivity can also be observed visually by 

examining the changes in entropy over the external visual noise conditions and comparing them 

to the difference in alpha, as can be seen in Figure 4. 

Behavioral Data 

Reaction Time 

 As recommended by Whelan (2008), ex-Gaussian parameters were used to characterize 

the distribution of reaction times in each display noise level condition. These parameters were 

then compared using 3 separate one-way ANOVAs with 3 cells each, one for each parameter 

across the levels of display noise. As predicted, increases in display noise level increased the tau 

parameter, F(2,28) = 4.94, H-F corrected p = .023, partial eta squared = .26. Follow-up repeated 

measures t-tests suggested that there was a significant difference between the tau parameters at 

the low (M = 0.17, SD = 0.10) and medium (M = 0.25, SD = 0.12) levels of display noise, t(14) = 

3.53, Bonferroni corrected p = .009, as well as at the high (M = 0.25 , SD = 0.15) and low levels 

of display noise, t(14) = .027, Bonferroni corrected p = .027. There was no significant difference 

between the tau parameters at the medium and high levels of display noise, nor were there any 

significant main effects of display noise level on the mu or sigma parameters at any noise level. 

Reaction time data is summarized in Table 1.   

 These differences in the behavioral data across external visual noise levels suggest that 

the paradigm used in this study altered neural noise levels enough to produce effects on 

behavioral outcomes. In order to strengthen this suggestion further, metrics of participants' 

performance on each block of visual search trials were correlated with the deviation of their 

entropy levels from baseline after that block. For the purposes of these correlations, the deviation 
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of participants' entropy levels was calculated as the entropy in the participants' EEG prior to 

completing any trials of the visual search task subtracted from the entropy in the participants' 

EEG after completing a given block of visual search trails. One participants' data was excluded 

from these analyses because of their extremely large deviations from baseline entropy levels 

after all three blocks of visual search trials. This excluded participants' deviations from baseline 

entropy levels were all greater than 0.17, and were confirmed to be outliers using Tukey's outlier 

filter. After removing this participants' data, 42 data points remained. All of these remaining data 

points were tested for their correlation with the behavioral metrics of performance used in this 

study. These data points formed a significant positive correlation between participants' deviation 

from resting state entropy levels after a given block of trials and the value of the mu parameter 

describing the distribution of their reaction times on that block, r = .38, p = .012, R2 = .15. This 

correlation can be seen in Figure 6. 

Signal Detection Parameters 

 No significant changes were found in signal detection parameters (misses, false alarms, 

hits, correct rejections) as a result of changes in external visual noise in the visual search 

displays.  

Discussion 

 Although no significant changes were found in these direct measures of signal detection 

ability as a result of neural noise level changes, more indirect measures of this ability were 

sensitive to neural noise level changes in this study. For example, the significant alterations in 

the tau parameter describing reaction time distributions across the neural noise level conditions 

in this study are consistent with the notion that signal detection ability was indeed altered as a 

result of changes in participants' neural noise levels. This conclusion follows from the fact that 
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when signal to noise ratios are decreased (e.g., with increases in neural noise levels), more time 

must elapse for the amount of signal necessary to reach an observer's criterion of selection 

(assuming this remains constant) to be accumulated. Because of this, the observer should 

respond more slowly than normal to trials in which especially high neural noise levels are 

present, a behavior pattern captured by the tau parameter. The sensitivity of this indirect measure 

of signal detection ability to neural noise level alterations is consistent with the idea that neural 

noise impacts behaviors involving signal detection in the human visual system. Thus, with 

greater statistical power it is plausible that this study would have detected effects of neural noise 

level changes on more direct measures of participants' signal detection abilities. 

 The results of this study are also consistent with Burgess & Colborne's (1988) claim that 

neural noise might be induced by noise in the external environment at a rate proportional to the 

amount of external visual noise present. This consistency exists because this study suggests that 

neural noise levels are altered with external visual noise levels, which is a necessary but not 

sufficient condition for Burgess & Colborne's (1988) claim to be true. It is important to note, 

however, that the preliminary evidence for the induction of neural noise through external visual 

noise changes presented in this study comes with one major caveat. This caveat is that because 

task difficulty varied directly with external visual noise levels in this study, one cannot be certain 

that external visual noise level increases per se led to the alterations of neural noise levels in the 

brain described above.  

 In order to assess the severity of this caveat, we examined whether or not there was an 

interaction between the set size and external visual noise independent variables in determining 

the amount of noise in participants' brain activity. Because the large set size condition should be 

more difficult than the small set size condition, if difficulty were the main cause of the variations 
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in the amount of noise in participants' brain activity that were observed in this study than there 

should be more of this noise in the large set size condition than in the small set size condition at 

any given level of external visual noise. Thus, these variables would interact in determining the 

amount of noise in participants' brain activity. This interaction was not found to be significant. In 

light of this, these difficulty differences are unlikely to explain the results presented above. 

Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the measurement of noise in brain activity used in this study 

could be useful in quantifying the changes in neural noise levels that should occur with changes 

in the difficulty of a signal detection task. These changes are likely to occur because as a signal 

detection task becomes more difficult, the gain on both the signal and internal noise must be 

increased by an observer in order to maintain a given level of performance. 

 If changes in the external visual environment do indeed lead to changes in the amount of 

noise in brain activity, as this study suggests is the case, this intimates that induced neural noise 

might help the brain to make sense of the visual world around it through stochastic facilitation. 

This intimation stems from the fact that brain parameters which reliably change with features of 

the visual environment could logically be used to facilitate the gathering of information about 

that environment. This seems especially likely to be the case if these changing parameters, like 

neural noise, might potentially also be detrimental to existing signals in the brain. In such a 

situation, the induction of neural noise would need to facilitate this information gathering to a 

significant degree to be maintained by evolution, as this maintenance likely requires that the 

computational mechanisms that exist in the brain would perform less well in the absence of 

neural noise (c.f. McDonnell & Ward, 2011). In light of this intimation, it is worth considering 

potential ways in which induced neural noise might help the brain gather information about the 

visual world.  
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 One way in which this induced noise may help the human brain to interpret the visual 

world is that it may aid in the detection of weak visual signals via stochastic resonance. This 

possibility is consistent with theoretical evidence suggesting that neural noise is induced at a rate 

proportional to the amount of external visual noise present in a scene (Burgess & Colborne, 

1988) because a signal would be relatively weaker in the presence of greater amounts of external 

visual noise and may therefore need greater aid from phenomena such as stochastic resonance to 

be detected reliably. It is also consistent with observations of stochastic resonance occurring in 

human visual cortex (e.g., Mori & Kai, 2002).   

 Induced neural noise may also help brains to interpret their world by allowing the visual 

system to take advantage of unattended stimuli in order to localize attended stimuli in space. If 

Burgess & Colborne's (1988) assertion that neural noise is induced at a rate proportional to the 

amount of external visual noise in a scene is correct, the often uneven distribution of external 

visual noise in a given visual scene could combine with the receptive field structure of the early 

visual system (see Carandini, 2004 for a review) in order to create a gradient of neural noise 

across the early visual system neurons that are most sensitive to different regions of the scene 

being viewed. Because very low neural noise levels lead to a reproducible rate of neuron spiking 

while higher noise levels lead to a more variable spiking rate (Stein et al., 2005), this gradient 

could engender a corresponding gradient in the variability of neuron spiking rates in response to 

a repeated stimulus. This corresponding variability gradient could allow a rate code to be used in 

order to determine the location of a visual stimulus in space with greater accuracy. Although this 

latter possibility is admittedly less well supported than the former, both merit further 

investigation in future research.  
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 The consistency of these results with the notion that neural noise might have a positive 

role in the visual system by helping the brain make sense of the visual world stands in contrast to 

the consistency of the behavioral results of this study with a detrimental role of noise in the 

brain. For example, the increase in reaction time distribution parameters that measure decision 

uncertainty (tau) as external visual noise levels increased from low to high and medium is 

consistent with the notion that neural noise might interfere with visual perception. These two 

contrasting consistencies suggest a dual role of neural noise in the visual system as both an 

inhibitor and augmenter of perception. Intriguingly, given that perception is a foundation for a 

variety of cognitive tasks (e.g., visual working memory tasks), it is possible that the ability of 

neural noise in the visual system to modulate perception (as demonstrated by Skoczenski & 

Norcia, 1998, and intimated in the present study) may have downstream effects on these tasks as 

well. This possibility is consistent with recent findings (Söderlund et al., 2007) showing that 

exposing a subject to white noise can increase or decrease performance on cognitive tasks as a 

function of individual difference variables (e.g., diagnostic status). This possibility is also 

consistent with recent findings showing that random variation in blood-oxygen level dependent 

(BOLD) signal is linked with modulations in the performance of a face matching task (Garrett et 

al., 2013).     

 A final point of interest regarding the results of this study is their consistency with the 

neural noise hypothesis of aging put forth by Welford (1965). This consistency stems from the 

positive correlation between participants' reaction times (mu) in a given block of this study's 

visual search task with the changes in their entropy levels (from resting state baseline) observed 

after that block (Figure 6). This correlation provides some support for the notion that even small 

increases in neural noise levels can influence reaction times and give the appearance of cognitive 
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slowing, which is consistent with the tenet of the neural noise hypothesis that increases in neural 

noise levels can lead to cognitive slowing. 

Conclusions 

  In summary, this study supports the notion that neural noise levels in the brain vary with 

changes in the external environment. This is consistent with the view that neural noise has a 

significant role to play in determining the way in which the human brain interprets the visual 

world. This study also provides some evidence suggesting that neural noise impacts behaviors 

which are underlied by the human visual system and which involve signal detection. Given these 

consistencies, combined with previously published evidence for the diverse and important effects 

of neural noise on behavior, a reversal of the current trend of decreasing interest in the study of 

neural noise is warranted. It is hoped that the neural noise altering paradigm presented in this 

paper will aid in the fulfillment of this warrant by adding a relatively simple technique to the 

arsenal of tools which may be used to study neural noise.  
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Table 1 

Summary of Reaction Time Data 

 External visual noise Level 

 Low Medium High 

Average Reaction 

Time [traditional] 

0.6022 (0.1458) 0.6804 (0.1623) 0.6982 (0.1839) 

Mu 0.4261 (0.0853) 0.4328 (0.1024) 0.4476 (0.0922) 

Sigma 0.0566 (0.0268) 0.0567 (0.0305) 0.0683 (0.0429) 

Tau 0.1719 (0.0998)A,B 0.2476 (0.1166)A 0.2493 (0.1464)B 

 

Note. Shared capital letters following two values indicate a significant difference, p < .05. Values 

in parentheses are standard deviations. Reaction times in this table are in seconds. 
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Figure 1. Representative examples of search displays with high (top), medium (middle), and low 

(bottom) levels of external visual noise that were used for the visual search task in this 

experiment. Targets are the horizontal black bars, while the distracter objects in these images are 

the white bars. 
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Figure 2. Representative example of a conjunctive search condition image with a large display 

size at the high noise level (top), and a representative example of a feature search condition 

image with a small display size at the low noise level (bottom). Targets are again the horizontal 

black bars, while the distracter objects in these images are the white bars and vertical black bars. 
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Figure 3. Diagram of how EEG data was recorded in relation to the activity completed by 

participants in one of the three blocks of this experiment. This recording pattern was identical in 

the other two blocks. At the top of the figure, light grey bars represent 4 second periods of 

recording. White spaces between these bars indicate 2 second periods where no recording 

occurred. The small black bar adjacent to the first grey bar represents the 500 ms period after the 

onset of the fixation cross during which no recording was made. In total, one minute of brain 

activity was recorded during each block. 
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Figure 4. Maps depicting the scalp distributions of the amount of entropy (main figure) and 

alpha power (inset; for reference) in the participants' electroencephalogram after completing 

visual search task blocks with low, medium, and high levels of external visual noise. Warmer 

colors indicate a larger amount of entropy or alpha power. Notice that the change in entropy over 

the external visual noise level conditions is relatively larger than the change in alpha power over 

the same conditions, indicating that entropy may be more sensitive to changes in psychological 

variables than traditional metrics of brain activity such as alpha power. 
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Figure 5. Interaction between noise level and hemisphere in determining the amount of entropy 

over participants' brains. This interaction can be seen in the fact that in the left hemisphere the 

difference between the entropy in participants' brains at successive external visual noise levels 

was largest when comparing the low and medium levels of external visual noise, while in the 

right hemisphere this same comparison yielded the smallest difference between successive 

external visual noise levels. Error bars represent SEMs. 
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Figure 6. The deviation of a participants' entropy from their baseline resting state entropy level 

after completing a block of the visual search task in this study is positively correlated, r = .38, 

with the mu parameter describing the distribution of their reaction times during that block of the 

visual search task. The abscissa denotes this difference in entropy. More positive numbers on the 

abscissa denote that the participants' entropy after completing a block of the task was 

successively larger than that when at baseline. Line of best fit shown, n = 42. 
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Appendix 1. Measuring Noise in Brain Activity with Entropy 

 In this appendix, the reader is given the background knowledge needed to understand 
how random noise can be quantified using entropy. An important part of this background 
knowledge is a basic understanding of equations for measuring the amount of entropy in a data 
set One typical example of such an equation is listed below.   

Equation A1: SampEn(dim, m, X, r, τ) = -log(A/B) 

 This equation is a summary of the function for Sample Entropy, a very popular form of 
entropy measurement. The main input into this function is the time series, X, which contains the 
data whose entropy one wishes to measure. This time series is then optionally down-sampled by 
reducing time series X to a subsample of X consisting of every τth member of X. The time series 
X (whether or not it has been down-sampled) is then divided into vectors of length m. This 
vector length is traditionally set to two (Zurek et al., 2012). These vectors are then randomly 
paired in all possible combinations and the maximum of the differences between corresponding 
members is found for each vector pair. The number of these vectors with maximum differences 
less than the tolerance, r, is recorded as A. This tolerance is usually set equal to one-fifth of the 
standard deviation of X (Zurek et al., 2012). Each of these vectors is then reduced to m-1 
members by removing the final member of the vector. These vectors are again paired in every 
possible combination and the maximum difference between the corresponding members of each 
pair is found in the same manner. The number of these vectors with a maximum difference less 
than r is recorded as B. The negative log is then taken of the ratio of A to B. This operation 
results in the SampEn function's output, which is a logarithmic transformation of the probability 
that if the maximum difference between two subsets of X of length m-1 is less than r then the 
difference between two subsets of X of length m will be less than r as well. The larger the value 
of this output, the more entropic the set X can be said to be. (The equations and descriptions 
included in this Appendix above this point are adapted from Richman & Moorman, 2000).  

 From this information about how entropy equations work, a prediction that is important 
in the studies of the present paper can be made. This prediction is that reducing the correlation 
between the members of each vector of length m taken from X above will increase the value of 
the entropy function's output by reducing how predictive the maximum difference between 
corresponding members of vector pairs of length m-1 is of the maximum difference between 
corresponding members of vector pairs of length m. One way that this reduction in correlation 
can be accomplished by adding random noise to time series X. Therefore, the amount of entropy 
in a time series will vary with the amount of noise in that time series. This fact, which is 
demonstrated in Figure A1 below, is what makes entropy equations an appropriate measure of 
the amount of noise in a time series.         
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Figure A1. This figure demonstrates how a popular entropy measurement, Sample Entropy (SampEn), can 

be used to measure the amount of random noise present in a signal. The graph at the top right of this 

figure shows a signal with no noise present. Note that the SampEn value for this signal (at far right in 

blue) is zero, which is consistent with its lack of contamination by noise. The graph at the bottom right of 

this figure shows the same signal modulated by the distribution of Gaussian noise depicted at the left. The 

SampEn value for this modulated signal (in black at the far right) is significantly higher than that for the 

original signal, suggesting that measures of entropy are effective in detecting the amount of noise in a 

signal. Equations for both the original and modulated signal are listed at the far right in the same color as 

their corresponding graph for reference. 
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	A Non-Invasive Method of Influencing the Distribution of Noise in Human Brain Activity 
	Despite the ongoing debate about what exactly constitutes noise in the nervous system (e.g., Stein et al., 2005), it is often assumed that information in this system is transmitted against a background of random activity, called neural noise (c.f., Kail, 1998). Neural noise, which arises from various sources in the brain (see Faisal et al., 2008 for a review), significantly influences the precision and reliability of neuron spike timing (Schneidman et al., 1998; Carpenter, 1999; Kuriscak et al., 2012). Beca
	In light of this converging evidence, the goal of the present study was to further explore the influence of neural noise on behaviors involving signal detection. A visual search task was created to accomplish this goal. This task type was selected because observer performance in visual search tasks has a strong basis in signal detection theory (Whiting et al., 2014; Wolfe, Butcher, Lee & Hyle, 2003), making these tasks a good tool for investigations of factors impacting signal detection behavior. This task 
	sensory and perceptual systems. The performance of these systems is both augmented and limited by neural noise. The notion that noise is a limiting factor in these systems is implied by the existence of an absolute threshold for every perceptual task at any given moment (Lu & Dosher, 2008). The notion that noise is an augmenting factor in these systems is supported by the fact that these systems display stochastic resonance (c.f. Mori & Kai, 2002; Moss et al., 2004; Douglass et al., 1993), which is the incr
	These factors in tandem make using visual search tasks a logical method of increasing one's chances of having adequate statistical power to detect the putative effects of neural noise on behaviors involving signal detection. In the visual search task created in this study, visual external noise was added directly to search displays in a manner similar to that used in Whiting et al. (2014). The decision to add visual external noise to search displays in this way was driven primarily by the fact that mathemat
	given the long history of using external noise methods to successfully characterize the intrinsic perceptual limitations of human observers as well as the changes in these limitations (Lu & Dosher, 2008). Thus, this manipulation is amenable to this study's goal of further exploring the role of neural noise in signal detection behaviors. 
	In order to quantitatively measure the response of neural noise levels to this manipulation of external visual noise, electroencephalographic (EEG) data were recorded from participants after they completed each third of the visual search task. The entropy of these data was then computed. This quantification of neural noise levels using noise in brain activity allowed us to better ensure that neural noise levels were being altered by our external visual noise manipulation, increasing the internal validity of
	Because the goal of this study required assessing the changes in signal detection behaviors that resulted from these changes in neural noise levels, several dependent measures for this study were selected from the outcomes of visual search tasks. These measures included canonical signal detection metrics (hits, false alarms, etc.). These measures also included ex-Gaussian reaction time parameters (see Whelan, 2008) that might be indicative of signal detection ability. For example, the tau parameter is thoug
	In summary, the present study sought to examine the effect of neural noise on signal detection behavior. This was done by having participants complete a visual search task with three different levels of external visual noise and then ascertaining the changes in both behavior and the amount of noise in participants' brain activity that resulted from this manipulation. 
	Method 
	Participants 
	 Fifteen participants (9 males and 6 females, ages 18-22) were recruited from the undergraduate population of a small liberal arts college. Participants were recruited via flier and email, and were offered extra credit in exchange for their participation. A computerized version of the Ishihara-like color blindness test was used to ensure that only individuals with normal color vision participated in this study. 
	Visual Search Task Materials 
	 The stimuli used in this study consisted of 480 randomly generated feature or conjunctive visual search displays. The foregrounds of these displays varied in their number of distracter objects and also varied as to whether or not a target object was present in them. Feature search displays contained a horizontal black rectangle with distracter objects limited to horizontal white rectangles outlined in black. In contrast, conjunctive search displays' distracter objects included both horizontal white rectang
	vertically. The total number of these distracter objects varied in both the feature and conjunctive search displays. In one half the displays of each search type (conjunction and feature), there were either seven or eight distracter objects depending on whether or not the target was present (respectively). This half of the displays formed the small set size condition. In the other half of the displays there were either 15 or 16 distracter objects, again depending on whether or not the target was present. Th
	 In addition to this variation in the foreground of the search displays, the background of all displays varied in the amount of external visual noise that they included. Either 1800, 3600, or 5400 rectangles of external visual noise were added to the displays in the low, medium, or high external visual noise conditions, respectively. In each display, an equal number of these rectangles were colored red (248 R, 9 G, 0 B), green (0 R, 255 G, 30 B), and blue (8 R, 0 G, 232 B). These rectangles were constructed
	 Despite these variations among the search displays, they were united by one important similarity. This similarity was that the same 16 equally spaced locations where targets and distracters could potentially appear were used in all search displays. Targets or distracters appeared in all 16 of these locations in large set size search displays, and appeared in a randomly selected subset of 8 of these locations in small set size displays. This similarity is important because it allowed the amount and density 
	Visual Search Task Procedure 
	 The visual search task in this study used a 2 × 2 × 2 × 3 within-subjects design. The independent variables manipulated in this task were the type of the search display (feature or conjunctive), the set size of the display (small or large), whether the target was present or absent in the display, and the level of external visual noise in the display (high vs. medium vs. low). Several behavioral dependent measures were recorded in order to study the effects of these manipulations. These dependent measures i
	 In order to carry out these manipulations and record these behavioral dependent measures, participants were seated approximately 1.04 meters in front of a 0.61 meter computer monitor. The participants were then asked to stare at a fixation cross for one minute. Following this minute, the participant completed 480 trials of a visual search task administered using MATLAB R2011b (The MathWorks, Inc.). In each trial of this task, participants searched for a target (a horizontal black bar) in a search display. 
	 These 480 visual search task trials were divided into three blocks of 160 trials. These trials were organized such that the external visual noise levels of all of the visual search displays within a given block were equal. This was done in order to guard against the potential carryover effects that could arise from inducing different neural noise levels in quick succession. The order in which participants encountered these three blocks of trials was randomized. Within each block, the difficulty of the visu
	 After each full block of trials, participants were given a two minute forced break (with the option to extend it for as long as he or she pleased) in order to increase the chances that neural noise levels in the brain would return to baseline before the next block. During the first minute of this break, participants stared at a fixation cross. No break was given in between the trials that made up a block.    
	Procedure for Collecting EEG Data 
	 Participants were fitted with a set of 78 electrodes arranged in manner adhering to the extended 10-20 system, using CMS and DRL electrodes for noise reduction, and attached to an analog-to-digital converter and amplifier (Biosemi Systems). Electrodes were prepared at low noise levels, typically with a root mean square noise level of 50uV. Electrodes with higher noise levels (>50uV) were excluded from analysis and replaced in the montage. Biosemi is a common mode rejection system and therefore impedances a
	Statistical Procedures 
	 All analyses involving were conducted using SPSS Statistics 21 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). All pairwise comparisons were conducted using Bonferroni corrections to limit type I error rate. ANOVAs were conducted using H-F corrections (Huynh & Feldt, 1976) to limit type I error rate in the presence of violations of assumptions regarding data sphericity. 
	Results 
	EEG Data 
	 EEG data were obtained after the onset of the fixation cross at baseline and following each block of visual search trials. These data were initially subjected to artifact rejection using FASTER software (Nolan et al., 2010). This software was used to remove artifacts, including eye blinks, in the electroencephalographic data via independent component analysis. The EEG data were then further reduced by discarding the data from the first 500 ms after each onset of the fixation cross in order to avoid includi
	For an extended explanation of how entropy can be used to measure noise in brain activity, please see Appendix 1. 
	 The entropy values generated in this manner were then subjected to a 3(external visual noise level) × 2 (hemisphere) × 3 (anterior-central-posterior) repeated measures ANOVA. The results of this ANOVA indicated that, as might be expected, there was a greater amount of entropy over the anterior cortex than over the posterior cortex of participants, F(2,28) = 5.79, H-F corrected p = .030, partial eta squared =.29. Such a difference between anterior and posterior entropy levels over the cortex is to be expect
	 This ANOVA also revealed that there was an interaction (shown in Figures 4 and 5) between the external visual noise level in the search displays and the hemisphere of interest in determining the amount of entropy in subjects' EEG, F(2,28) = 8.22, H-F corrected p = .002, partial eta squared = .37. Follow up t-tests revealed no significant differences between the cell means in this ANOVA that survived Bonferroni correction. However, the above interaction can be accounted for by the fact that in the left hemi
	and medium levels of external visual noise, t(14) = 2.37, Bonferroni corrected p = .20, while in the right hemisphere this same comparison yielded the smallest difference between successive external visual noise levels, t(14) =.09, Bonferroni corrected p > .99. 
	 These results using entropy as the dependent variable were then compared with identical analyses substituting alpha activity as the dependent variable. For the purposes of this comparison, alpha activity was calculated by first converting the EEG data into event-related spectral perturbations from a zero baseline using EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004). Activity within the 8-12 Hz window was integrated over the same time window used for the entropy analyses. Then, like the entropy analyses, these data were g
	 This comparison suggested that entropy is a more sensitive dependent measure than alpha for detecting changes in the amount of noise in brain activity. This suggestion stemmed from the fact that using alpha as a dependent measure yielded effects of a smaller size than using entropy as a dependent measure did across several analyses. For example, when using alpha as a dependent measure the marginally significant interaction between external visual noise level and anterior-posterior electrode position found 
	.042). This is less than the effect size of .37 for the same interaction obtained above using entropy as a dependent measure. This difference in sensitivity can also be observed visually by examining the changes in entropy over the external visual noise conditions and comparing them to the difference in alpha, as can be seen in Figure 4. 
	Behavioral Data 
	Reaction Time 
	 As recommended by Whelan (2008), ex-Gaussian parameters were used to characterize the distribution of reaction times in each display noise level condition. These parameters were then compared using 3 separate one-way ANOVAs with 3 cells each, one for each parameter across the levels of display noise. As predicted, increases in display noise level increased the tau parameter, F(2,28) = 4.94, H-F corrected p = .023, partial eta squared = .26. Follow-up repeated measures t-tests suggested that there was a sig
	 These differences in the behavioral data across external visual noise levels suggest that the paradigm used in this study altered neural noise levels enough to produce effects on behavioral outcomes. In order to strengthen this suggestion further, metrics of participants' performance on each block of visual search trials were correlated with the deviation of their entropy levels from baseline after that block. For the purposes of these correlations, the deviation 
	of participants' entropy levels was calculated as the entropy in the participants' EEG prior to completing any trials of the visual search task subtracted from the entropy in the participants' EEG after completing a given block of visual search trails. One participants' data was excluded from these analyses because of their extremely large deviations from baseline entropy levels after all three blocks of visual search trials. This excluded participants' deviations from baseline entropy levels were all great
	2

	Signal Detection Parameters 
	 No significant changes were found in signal detection parameters (misses, false alarms, hits, correct rejections) as a result of changes in external visual noise in the visual search displays.  
	Discussion 
	 Although no significant changes were found in these direct measures of signal detection ability as a result of neural noise level changes, more indirect measures of this ability were sensitive to neural noise level changes in this study. For example, the significant alterations in the tau parameter describing reaction time distributions across the neural noise level conditions in this study are consistent with the notion that signal detection ability was indeed altered as a result of changes in participant
	when signal to noise ratios are decreased (e.g., with increases in neural noise levels), more time must elapse for the amount of signal necessary to reach an observer's criterion of selection (assuming this remains constant) to be accumulated. Because of this, the observer should respond more slowly than normal to trials in which especially high neural noise levels are present, a behavior pattern captured by the tau parameter. The sensitivity of this indirect measure of signal detection ability to neural no
	 The results of this study are also consistent with Burgess & Colborne's (1988) claim that neural noise might be induced by noise in the external environment at a rate proportional to the amount of external visual noise present. This consistency exists because this study suggests that neural noise levels are altered with external visual noise levels, which is a necessary but not sufficient condition for Burgess & Colborne's (1988) claim to be true. It is important to note, however, that the preliminary evid
	 In order to assess the severity of this caveat, we examined whether or not there was an interaction between the set size and external visual noise independent variables in determining the amount of noise in participants' brain activity. Because the large set size condition should be more difficult than the small set size condition, if difficulty were the main cause of the variations 
	in the amount of noise in participants' brain activity that were observed in this study than there should be more of this noise in the large set size condition than in the small set size condition at any given level of external visual noise. Thus, these variables would interact in determining the amount of noise in participants' brain activity. This interaction was not found to be significant. In light of this, these difficulty differences are unlikely to explain the results presented above. Nevertheless, i
	 If changes in the external visual environment do indeed lead to changes in the amount of noise in brain activity, as this study suggests is the case, this intimates that induced neural noise might help the brain to make sense of the visual world around it through stochastic facilitation. This intimation stems from the fact that brain parameters which reliably change with features of the visual environment could logically be used to facilitate the gathering of information about that environment. This seems 
	 One way in which this induced noise may help the human brain to interpret the visual world is that it may aid in the detection of weak visual signals via stochastic resonance. This possibility is consistent with theoretical evidence suggesting that neural noise is induced at a rate proportional to the amount of external visual noise present in a scene (Burgess & Colborne, 1988) because a signal would be relatively weaker in the presence of greater amounts of external visual noise and may therefore need gre
	 Induced neural noise may also help brains to interpret their world by allowing the visual system to take advantage of unattended stimuli in order to localize attended stimuli in space. If Burgess & Colborne's (1988) assertion that neural noise is induced at a rate proportional to the amount of external visual noise in a scene is correct, the often uneven distribution of external visual noise in a given visual scene could combine with the receptive field structure of the early visual system (see Carandini, 
	 The consistency of these results with the notion that neural noise might have a positive role in the visual system by helping the brain make sense of the visual world stands in contrast to the consistency of the behavioral results of this study with a detrimental role of noise in the brain. For example, the increase in reaction time distribution parameters that measure decision uncertainty (tau) as external visual noise levels increased from low to high and medium is consistent with the notion that neural 
	 A final point of interest regarding the results of this study is their consistency with the neural noise hypothesis of aging put forth by Welford (1965). This consistency stems from the positive correlation between participants' reaction times (mu) in a given block of this study's visual search task with the changes in their entropy levels (from resting state baseline) observed after that block (Figure 6). This correlation provides some support for the notion that even small increases in neural noise level
	slowing, which is consistent with the tenet of the neural noise hypothesis that increases in neural noise levels can lead to cognitive slowing. 
	Conclusions 
	  In summary, this study supports the notion that neural noise levels in the brain vary with changes in the external environment. This is consistent with the view that neural noise has a significant role to play in determining the way in which the human brain interprets the visual world. This study also provides some evidence suggesting that neural noise impacts behaviors which are underlied by the human visual system and which involve signal detection. Given these consistencies, combined with previously pu
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	Table 1 
	Summary of Reaction Time Data 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	External visual noise Level 
	External visual noise Level 


	 
	 
	 

	Low 
	Low 

	Medium 
	Medium 

	High 
	High 


	Average Reaction Time [traditional] 
	Average Reaction Time [traditional] 
	Average Reaction Time [traditional] 

	0.6022 (0.1458) 
	0.6022 (0.1458) 

	0.6804 (0.1623) 
	0.6804 (0.1623) 

	0.6982 (0.1839) 
	0.6982 (0.1839) 


	Mu 
	Mu 
	Mu 

	0.4261 (0.0853) 
	0.4261 (0.0853) 

	0.4328 (0.1024) 
	0.4328 (0.1024) 

	0.4476 (0.0922) 
	0.4476 (0.0922) 


	Sigma 
	Sigma 
	Sigma 

	0.0566 (0.0268) 
	0.0566 (0.0268) 

	0.0567 (0.0305) 
	0.0567 (0.0305) 

	0.0683 (0.0429) 
	0.0683 (0.0429) 


	Tau 
	Tau 
	Tau 

	0.1719 (0.0998)
	0.1719 (0.0998)
	A,B 


	0.2476 (0.1166)
	0.2476 (0.1166)
	A 


	0.2493 (0.1464)
	0.2493 (0.1464)
	B 




	 
	Note. Shared capital letters following two values indicate a significant difference, p < .05. Values in parentheses are standard deviations. Reaction times in this table are in seconds. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Figure 1. Representative examples of search displays with high (top), medium (middle), and low (bottom) levels of external visual noise that were used for the visual search task in this experiment. Targets are the horizontal black bars, while the distracter objects in these images are the white bars. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Figure 2. Representative example of a conjunctive search condition image with a large display size at the high noise level (top), and a representative example of a feature search condition image with a small display size at the low noise level (bottom). Targets are again the horizontal black bars, while the distracter objects in these images are the white bars and vertical black bars. 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Figure 3. Diagram of how EEG data was recorded in relation to the activity completed by participants in one of the three blocks of this experiment. This recording pattern was identical in the other two blocks. At the top of the figure, light grey bars represent 4 second periods of recording. White spaces between these bars indicate 2 second periods where no recording occurred. The small black bar adjacent to the first grey bar represents the 500 ms period after the onset of the fixation cross during which n
	 
	 
	 
	Figure 4. Maps depicting the scalp distributions of the amount of entropy (main figure) and alpha power (inset; for reference) in the participants' electroencephalogram after completing visual search task blocks with low, medium, and high levels of external visual noise. Warmer colors indicate a larger amount of entropy or alpha power. Notice that the change in entropy over the external visual noise level conditions is relatively larger than the change in alpha power over the same conditions, indicating tha
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Figure 5. Interaction between noise level and hemisphere in determining the amount of entropy over participants' brains. This interaction can be seen in the fact that in the left hemisphere the difference between the entropy in participants' brains at successive external visual noise levels was largest when comparing the low and medium levels of external visual noise, while in the right hemisphere this same comparison yielded the smallest difference between successive external visual noise levels. Error bar
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	Figure 6. The deviation of a participants' entropy from their baseline resting state entropy level after completing a block of the visual search task in this study is positively correlated, r = .38, with the mu parameter describing the distribution of their reaction times during that block of the visual search task. The abscissa denotes this difference in entropy. More positive numbers on the abscissa denote that the participants' entropy after completing a block of the task was successively larger than tha
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Appendix 1. Measuring Noise in Brain Activity with Entropy 
	 In this appendix, the reader is given the background knowledge needed to understand how random noise can be quantified using entropy. An important part of this background knowledge is a basic understanding of equations for measuring the amount of entropy in a data set One typical example of such an equation is listed below.   
	Equation A1: SampEn(dim, m, X, r, τ) = -log(A/B) 
	 This equation is a summary of the function for Sample Entropy, a very popular form of entropy measurement. The main input into this function is the time series, X, which contains the data whose entropy one wishes to measure. This time series is then optionally down-sampled by reducing time series X to a subsample of X consisting of every τ member of X. The time series X (whether or not it has been down-sampled) is then divided into vectors of length m. This vector length is traditionally set to two (Zurek 
	th

	 From this information about how entropy equations work, a prediction that is important in the studies of the present paper can be made. This prediction is that reducing the correlation between the members of each vector of length m taken from X above will increase the value of the entropy function's output by reducing how predictive the maximum difference between corresponding members of vector pairs of length m-1 is of the maximum difference between corresponding members of vector pairs of length m. One w
	 
	Figure A1. This figure demonstrates how a popular entropy measurement, Sample Entropy (SampEn), can be used to measure the amount of random noise present in a signal. The graph at the top right of this figure shows a signal with no noise present. Note that the SampEn value for this signal (at far right in blue) is zero, which is consistent with its lack of contamination by noise. The graph at the bottom right of this figure shows the same signal modulated by the distribution of Gaussian noise depicted at th



